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How to Setup the iS50 Interface “Blue Touch-Point “to Switch to the iN5 Microscope Beam Path  
 

 
The blue “touch point” button located on the iS50 interface for iN5 is one in a series of touch 
points on the iS50 depending on the iS50 configuration. Touch points serve as a quick and 
easy way to select a specific beampath, load the related default experiment file and start a 
data collection.  
 
Pressing the touch point once on the iN5 interface will move the iS50 export mirror into a 
position where it directs the IR beam to the microscope.  
 
Pressing the touch point a second time allows the customer to start a data collection. However 
it is important to note that since the iN5 is a manual microscope, the customer must be trained 
on data collection preparation and interaction: the microscope beampath must be manually 
switched between transmission and reflection modes;  the X-Y stage must be manually moved 
between the background and sample locations using the manual stage controls and the 
condenser and/or z stage must be focused at each designated background and sample 
location prior to pressing the touch point and starting data collection. 
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Consecutive depressions of the touch point respond to dialog boxes as prompted by omnic 
such as, asking if you want to start a background collection or asking if you want to start a 
sample collection.  However responses other than the default must be changed from the PC. 
For example, if the question is Start background collection?  Yes/No? , if the dialog box 
defaults with YES selected, you must change to NO using the PC; if you are ready to collect 
the background, press the touch point to start the data collection. 
 
 

 
 
 

Touch points are configured through Omnic to select a specific beampath, select 
a specific default experiment file and perform other basic operations. To 
configure the iN5 touch point, select the microscope touch point icon and then 
click the settings icon in Omnic to open the touch point setup window. Select the 
microscope beampath, choose a desired default experiment file and click set as 
default. Other settings in this window can be selected as part of the touch point 
default and saved OR modified and used temporarily by changing the desired 
parameters and clicking OK. If changed for temporary use and Omnic is closed 
and reopened and the touch point selected the configuration will be the defaults 
as originally designated. 
 
Touch point icons for the main bench and other accessories such as the iN5 
microscope that are available in Omnic are limited in function to selecting the 
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designated beampath and experiment file; a collection cannot be started by 
clicking on an Omnic touch point a second time. 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 


